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� Introduction

Forecasting is an important marketing activity for evaluating the performance of market�

ing plans� especially in order to predict earnings� sales or market shares� In the last two

decades an intensive debate has focussed on the advantages and bene�ts of using mar�

ket share response models to forecast short�term and�or long�term market shares� The

present paper bases on this research stream and extends previous studies by taking into

account several new aspects�

To begin with� we reinvestigate the forecasting performance of market share attraction

models at the brand level� Therefore market share attraction models with brand speci�c

intercepts and brand speci�c marketing instruments are analyzed in various model speci��

cations� With respect to several studies which document asymmetric competition between

brands in one product category �e�g� Blattberg � Wisniewski �
�
� Krishnamurthi � Raj

�
��� �

�� Cooper �
��� we allow for asymmetric brand competition within the speci��

cation of the attraction model� In di�erence to Chen� Kanetkar and Weiss ��

	� we do

not use the fully crossed e�ects model but we estimate on the basis of the asymmetric

market share model proposed by Carpenter� Cooper� Hanssens and Midgley ��
���� The

CCHM�model estimates only a subset of all possible cross�e�ects and is therefore less

sensitive to misspeci�cation as can be expected for the fully crossed e�ects model�

Secondly� we investigate the in�uences of standardizing variables �z�scores� zeta�scores�

etc�� in market response models on the forecasting accuracy� The standardization of mar�

keting variables has been motivated largely by the work of Cooper and Nakanishi ��
����

They investigated several variable transformations in order to estimate the multiplica�

tive choice model �an attraction model with multiplicative interactions of the marketing

instruments�� As Cooper and Nakanishi ��
��� have subsequently shown� this kind of

variable transformations accounts for time varying competitive conditions and therefore

accounts for the varying strength of marketing activities� If cross�competitive market

share attraction models are estimated these variable transformations provide a valuable

means to overcoming the model intrinsic collinearity� Though collinearity may not be a

serious problem in forecasting future market shares� collinearity can seriously a�ect the

descriptive value of market response models� It is the authors� view that if market re�

sponse models are used for forecasting� they should also provide valuable insights into the

sources of competition�

Thirdly� we investigate the e�ects of di�erent assumptions about the error structure �e�g�

heteroskedasticity� autocorrelation� on the forecasting accuracy of the market share mod�
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els� Previous research has revealed contradictory results whether ordinary least squares

estimation �OLS� or generalized least squares estimation �GLS� is superior with respect

to the forecasting performance of market share models�

Fourthly� we investigate the e�ects of forecasting competitors� actions on the predictive

accuracy of the market share models under study� Special attention is given to the proce�

dure of forecasting competitors� actions� Previous studies �e�g� Alsem� Lee�ang � Reuyl

�
�
� Kumar �

	� have estimated future values for the price and promotion activities

of the competitors on the basis of their corresponding time series� This procedure may

not account for the high interdependencies between the promotional instruments� We

introduce a new procedure to estimate competitors� actions that account for these inter�

dependencies� According to almost all the previous studies we compare the forecasting

performance of the attraction models with the forecasts of a naive model which is a simple

�rst order autoregressive model that additionally assumes autocorrelated errors�

� Previous research

Previous studies on the forecasting accuracy of market response models have yielded dif�

ferent results that were sometimes even contradictory� Naert and Weverbergh ��
��� have

investigated the forecasting performance with respect to ��� the method of estimating the

model parameters� ��� the functional model speci�cation� e�g� attraction models vs� lin�

ear models vs� multiplicative models and ��� unconstrained vs� constrained parameter

estimation� i�e� simple e�ects models vs� di�erential�e�ects models� Their study bases

on two markets� Market � consists of seven major gasoline brands� Estimations are car�

ried out on �� quarterly observations for each brand and � quarterly observations for

prediction� The second market consists of three major electric razor brands with �ve

yearly observations in four di�erent regions for estimation and two yearly observations in

each region for prediction� Explanatory variables in the �rst market are lagged market

shares and distribution� and in the second market they are price and lagged market shares�

Naert and Weverbergh have achieved superior forecasting accuracy with a GLS�estima�

tion independent of the model speci�cation� They have also found attraction models

with simple e�ects to outperform linear and multiplicative models as well as attraction

models with brand�speci�c e�ects� On the basis of these results and the logical consis�

tency requirement which is ful�lled by the attraction model �Naert � Bultez �
��� Naert

and Weverbergh recommend the use of attraction models to forecast future market shares�
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But subsequent studies �e�g� Brodie � de Kluyver �
�	� �
��� Ghosh� Neslin � Shoe�

maker �
�	� Lee�ang � Reuyl �
�	� have failed to con�rm the results by Naert and

Weverbergh ��
��� and obtained even contradictory results� It is interesting to note that

the data set of the later studies di�er from the �rst with respect to product category� data

aggregation and the number of marketing instruments included� Brodie and de Kluyver

��
�	� have analyzed three markets� The �rst �chocolate biscuits� consists of three major

brands� market two �liquid detergents� of �ve and the third market �toothpaste� of seven

brands� For each brand �� bimonthly observations including market share� relative price�

distribution intensity� and advertising share were available�

Brodie and de Kluyver use �� bimonthly observations for estimation and � bimonthly

observations for prediction� On the basis of their estimation results they conclude that

linear and multiplicative market share models appear to have slightly better predictive

properties than the attraction model� They also �nd that OLS� and GLS�estimations

produce reliable parameter estimates for both linear and multiplicative models �the pre�

dictions of attraction models were superior with a GLS�estimation� and that unrestricted

and restricted models �t the data equally well�

The study by Ghosh� Neslin and Shoemaker ��
�	� investigates the forecasting accuracy

of linear� multiplicative and attraction models on the basis of �	� cereal brands that are

aggregated to �
 brands in order to circumvent logarithms of zero advertising values� ��

monthly observations for each brand are used for the model estimation and the prediction

accuracy is assessed on six monthly observations� Ghosh� Neslin and Shoemaker use price�

distribution� advertising and lagged market shares as predictors� The estimation results

reveal that naive market share models result in good predictions� These results are only

consistently outperformed by an attraction model with a common brand intercept for all

brands� In addition to that Ghosh� Neslin and Shoemaker conclude that OLS�estimation

gives slightly more accurate forecasts and that no other functional form provides consis�

tently better forecasts�

In contrast to these previous results� Lee�ang and Reuyl ��
�	� have found slightly bet�

ter forecasting accuracy for the linear and multiplicative models than for the attraction

model� They also established slightly better results for models without parameter restric�

tions and no advantage on either the OLS� or the GLS�estimation procedure� Lee�ang

and Reuyl use �� bimonthly observations of 	 cigarette brands for model calibration and

�� bimonthly observations for their predictions� The explanatory variables include adver�

tising and lagged market shares�



	

Whereas the previous studies have determined the forecasting accuracy at the aggre�

gate market level� Brodie and de Kluyver ��
��� have re�addressed the problem by using

the data set of their �
�	�study but now they determine the forecasting accuracy at the

brand level� In this later study� market response models did not outperform the naive

model in terms of short�term forecasting accuracy� On the basis of these contradictory re�

sults� Bass ��
��� has argued that market share models are typically misspeci�ed so that

the missing information is equally well accounted for in naive models than in incomplete

market response models� Wittink ��
��� on the other hand argues that aggregation of

the data eliminates useful sources of variation and that the estimation of market response

models on aggregated data puts unrealistic model constraints on the estimation�

On the basis of these results and the general availability of weekly store�level scanner

data Kumar and Heath ��

�� demand the use of these disaggregated data for determina�

tion of the forecasting accuracy of market response models� Kumar and Heath investigate

the prediction accuracy of linear� multiplicative and attraction models for three brands in

the diaper market �� weeks for calibration� � weeks for prediction� and for �ve brands in

the tissue market �		 weeks for calibration� � weeks for prediction�� OLS�prediction re�

sults are opposed to those of a GLS�procedure� The forecasting horizon varies and applies

to one� two� three and eight time�periods ahead� Kumar and Heath show that ��� market

response models are superior to naive models� ��� GLS�estimations of an attraction model

are superior in case the attraction model includes di�erential e�ects� ��� OLS�estimates

of linear models are superior if all models omit important variables and �	� attraction

models predict best of all the models�

Thus a fully speci�ed attraction model� estimated by means of GLS� will in almost all

cases yield better forecasts than the competing speci�cations� The results of Kumar and

Heath also hold for short�term and long�term forecasting performance�

A major drawback has been that competitors� actions have simply been assumed to be

known a priori� This rather unrealistic assumption has been cancelled by Kumar ��

	�

who ��� compares the forecasting performance of alternative market response models when

competitors� actions are predicted with the results by using known values� In addition�

Kumar investigates ��� the relative performance of the models when systematic errors are

introduced to the competitors� actions in the prediction sample� ��� appropriate identi�ca�

tion methods for forecasting competitors� marketing�mix� �	� the performance of market

share models if the forecasts are evaluated at the brand level as opposed to the category

level and �� the model performance of alternative estimation methods�





On the basis of weekly store�level scanner data Kumar�s results can be summarized

as follows� Di�erentially speci�ed attraction models �brand speci�c intercepts and brand

speci�c marketing instruments� estimated by a GLS�procedure have the best forecasting

performance even at the brand level and even if competitors� actions are merely forecasts�

The superiority of the GLS�estimation procedure depends on the degree of autocorrelation�

However� Kumar�s results also show that for large errors in the competitors� predictor

variables naive models may outperform all the market response models� On the basis of

these results the importance of superior forecasting methods for the competitors� actions

becomes obvious if market response models have to outperform naive forecasting meth�

ods� A recent study by Brodie and Bonfrer ��

	� has attempted to replicate the results

of Kumar and Heath ��

��� In di�erence to the latter� Brodie and Bonfrer evaluate the

forecasting accuracy at the brand level and at the market level� The forecasting perfor�

mance has furthermore been investigated in case the competitors� actions are forecasts�

But Brodie and Bonfrer do not use the market share attraction model� They report su�

perior forecasting performance for market response models compared to the naive model

if competitors� actions are known� The results change signi�cantly in favor of the naive

model if competitors� actions are forecasts� The competitors� forecasts are estimated by

using the approach of Alsem� Lee�ang and Reuyl ��
�
�� In this context Danaher ��

	�

shows that naive models are likely to outperform market response models if competitors�

actions are forecasts� Following Danaher� market response models are only superior to

naive models if they �t the data extremely well for all brands in the market� The results

also depend on the number of observations and the number of brands� Large time series

favor market response models in contrast to short time series where generally naive esti�

mation techniques outperform market response models�

To summarize the previous results� market response models are useful for market share

forecasting� Especially on the basis of weekly store�level scanner data as well as on an

analysis at the brand�level and on a long time�horizon� market response models are likely

to outperform naive models� The GLS�estimation technique should generally be preferred

to the OLS�estimation although it is not guaranteed that the results of a GLS�estimation

really outperform the results of an OLS�estimation� These conclusions� however� are

con�rmed only if the competitors� actions are known� In the more realistic case in which

competitors� actions have to be estimated on the basis of previous market behavior the

predictive accuracy of market response models may be outperformed by naive models�

Unfortunately the current approaches to predict competitors� actions do not account for

the high correlation between the marketing�instruments� The results may also be a�ected

by possible misspeci�cations of the market response models� Especially in consumer
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goods markets of frequently purchased goods cross�competitive e�ects � i�e� asymmetric

competition � may in�uence the competition between the brands� These asymmetric

competitive e�ects have been documented in several studies� e�g� Allenby � Rossi �

��

Bemmaor � Mouchoux �

�� Blattberg �Wisniewski �
�
� Carpenter� Cooper� Hanssens

� Midgley �
��� Cooper �
��� Grover � Srinivasan �

�� Krishnamurthi � Raj �
���

�

�� The inclusion of cross�competitive e�ects into the analysis may o�er additional

value and the market response model may give superior market share forecasts and also

extends descriptive value�

� Research approach

As outlined in the introduction� we focus on four major research issues� Firstly� the fore�

casting performance of alternative market share attraction models is investigated� Accord�

ing to the previous results on the forecasting accuracy of market response models it seems

reasonable to concentrate on attraction models� Studies based on disaggregate �weekly�

store�level scanner data favor the class of attraction models if the problem of forecasting

the competitors� actions is not taken into account �e�g� Chen� Kanetkar � Weiss �

	�

Kumar �

	� Kumar � Heath �

��� Secondly� the forecasting performance of alternative

attraction models using di�erent variable transformations such as the zeta�transformation

is investigated� Thirdly� the forecasting performance of alternative attraction models is

analyzed with respect to di�erent assumptions about the error structure� Fourthly� the

forecasting performance of attraction models is analyzed in case the competitors� actions

are forecasts� Therefore we introduce an approach which accounts for interdependencies

between competitors� marketing instruments� To the best of our knowledge these prob�

lems have not been investigated for those market share attraction models which also allow

for asymmetric brand competition�

��� Market share attraction models

In this section we provide di�erential�e�ects models and cross�e�ects models� A differ�

ential�e�ects model allows for brand�speci�c intercepts and brand�speci�c e�ects of the

explanatory variables such as price and promotion� The general version of the di�erential�

e�ects attraction model can be expressed as

sit �
Ait

mP
j��

Ajt

Ait � exp��i � �it�
KY
k��

�fkt�Xkit��
�ki ���
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where m is number of brands� K is the number of marketing�instruments� sit is the

market share of brand i in period t� Ait is the attraction of brand i in period t� fkt�Xkit�

is a dynamically�weighted measure of brand i�s relative competitive position on the kth

marketing�mix element� �i is brand i�s constant component of attraction� �ki is the brand

i�s speci�c e�ect of the kth marketing�instrument and �it is the stochastic error of brand

i in period t� For presentational purposes of the empirical results we will refer to this

model by DEM�

If fkt��� is an identity transformation �ID�TR�� model � is the well�known multiplicative

competitive interaction model� Model � becomes a multinomial logit model if fkt��� is an

exponential transformation �EXP�TR�� If asymmetric cross�competitive e�ects are present�

the asymmetric market share model of Carpenter� Cooper� Hanssens and Midgley ��
���

henceforth CCHM� provides a useful approach to account for these asymmetries in com�

petition� The CCHM�model bases on a two�step estimation procedure� In the �rst step

a di�erential�e�ects model as in equation � is estimated� The residuals of this model are

cross�correlated with the marketing instruments of all competitors� On the basis of signif�

icant correlations a subset of potential cross�e�ects is determined and introduced into the

attraction model� After that model � is estimated and the parameters of the direct�e�ects

and the potential cross�e�ects are calibrated� The CCHM�model can be expressed as

sit �
Ait

mP
j��

Ajt

Ait � exp��i � �it�
KY
k��

�fkt�Xkit��
�ki

Y
�k�j���Ci

�fkt�Xk�j�t��
�k�ij� ���

with the variable de�nitions as those of model � and where �k�ij� is the cross�e�ect of

brand j��s k�th marketing�instrument on brand i and Ci is the subset of potential cross�

e�ects� The potential cross�e�ects may also be determined on the basis of a Lagrange

multiplier test �see e�g� Harvey �

�� by regressing the brand speci�c residuals on the

explanatory variables of the competitors� The �rst approach is indicated by CCHM CORR�

the second by CCHM LM�

For estimation purposes the model � is conveniently linearized as follows �shown for

fkt��� as identity transformation��

ln�sit� � �� �
X
i�Ci

��idi �
TX

t���

��tct� �
X
k�Ci

�kilnXkit �
X

k�j��Ci

�k�ij� lnXk�j�t � �it ���

Assuming the error terms to be uncorrelated with homoskedastic variance �� OLS

estimation of � is straightforward� EGLS estimation as described e�g� in Judge� Hill�
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Gri�ths� L�utkepohl and Lee ��
��� may be adopted if �it fails to be uncorrelated and

identically distributed� One may assume �it to have brand speci�c variance ���
i �� or to

exhibit �rst order autocorrelation

�it � ��it�� � uit �	�

with uit representing a white noise error sequence� Both assumptions� heteroskedasticity

and autocorrelation may also be combined� Complementary to standard speci�cation

tests the adequacy of competing assumptions concerning the distribution of �it may be

evaluated within our forecasting exercise� Thus EGLS�estimation is performed within this

study to cope with autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity� For presentational purposes

of the empirical results we refer to ordinary least squares estimation by OLS� adjustments

for heteroskedasticity by EGLS �� autocorrelated errors by EGLS � and adjustments for

heteroskeasticity and autocorrelation by EGLS ��

The calibration of market share models usually includes a variable transformation step�

especially if cross�e�ects are estimated �e�g� Carpenter� Cooper� Hanssens � Midgley

�
��� Chen� Kanetkar � Weiss �

	� Cooper �
��� Cooper� Klapper � Inuoe �

��� This

variable transformation takes the competition in each time period into account and addi�

tionally reduces the model�intrinsic collinearity� For dummy variables such as promotions�

we use the index of distinctiveness �Nakanishi� Cooper � Kassarjian �
�	� which is iden�

tical to the square value of the corresponding z�score� In addition to that� we investigate

the e�ects of z�scores and zeta�scores on the forecasting accuracy of market share models�

Zeta�scores are de�ned as

�kit � �� � z�kit�
�

� � if zkit � �

�kit � �� � z�kit�
�

�

� � if zkit � ��

where zkit � �Xkit � �Xkt���kt and where �Xkt is the mean of Xkit over i and where �kt

is the standard deviation of Xkit over i� In addition to that� the z�scores have been

exponentially transformed so that they can be used within the linearized versions of the

models � and �� For the presentation of the empirical results we refer to raw data by RAW�

to the exponentially transformed z�scores by EXP�Z� and to the zeta�scores by ZETA

��� Forecasting competitors� actions

For the forecasting of competitors� actions previous studies have used either a Box�Jenkins

analysis of past competitive activities �e�g� Brodie � Bonfrer �

	� or an econometric

model �e�g� Alsem� Lee�ang and Reuyl �
�
� Kumar �

	�� As suggested by Alsem�

Lee�ang and Reuyl the forecasts of competitors� weekly prices can be generated by the






model

Pit � ai �
mX
j��

bjPjt�� � 	itt �
TX
l��

�lDl � eit ��

where Pit is the price of brand i at time t� ai is brand i�s intercept� bj is the response

parameter of brand j�s lagged price� tt is the time trend� 	i is the e�ect of the time trend

Dl is the lth dummy variable for capturing any seasonality� �l is the e�ect of the seasonal

dummy variable and eit is an error term� If the competitors� values for dummy variables

such as display and feature have to be predicted� the following model may be used �shown

for featuring��

P �Fit � �� �
�

� � exp

�
�
i �

mP
j��

�FjiFjt��

� ���

where P �Fit � �� is the probability that brand i is featuring in week t� Fjt�� is the feature

dummy for brand j� 
i is the brand�speci�c intercept term� �Fji is the e�ect of brand

j�s featuring in time t � � on brand i� If P �Fit � �� is greater than ��� then Fit as�

sumes a value of one� otherwise zero� This procedure� however� does not account for the

interdependencies of the marketing instruments� It is obvious that in many cases price

reductions are also featured and�or combined with in�store displays�

In this paper the authors therefore introduce several new approaches to accommodate

for these marketing�mix relations for predicting competitors� actions�

Since a time trend as well as seasonal e�ects can hardly be expected to be signi�cant

for price determination within our � year sample of weekly observations we start with a�

say naive� restricted version of  by setting 	i � �l � ��

Pit � ai �
mX
j��

bjPjt�� � eit ���

OLS�estimation of the model � yield highly autocorrelated error terms irrespectively of

the brand under study� Therefore estimation and forecasting results for this model are

not provided in the sequel of our study� To allow e�cient estimation of bj on the one

hand and to improve the stochastic properties of one step ahead forecast errors on the

other hand we assume eit to follow an autoregressive process of order one as given in 	�

Forecasting in case of autocorrelated error terms is also discussed in Judge� Hill� Gri�ths�

L�utkepohl and Lee ��
���� The basic models employed for forecasting competitors� prices

within our study are

Pit � ai � biPit�� � eit ���

Pit � ai �
mX
j��

bjPjt�� � eit �
�
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both assuming eit � �eit�� � uit� Note that model � states that the price for brand i is

completely determined by its own history and follows an ARMA����� process� For the

ease of the presentation of empirical results we refer in the following to these models as

Pr� for � and Pr� for 
�

As mentioned above competitors� actions may be regarded as interdependent� To ac�

count for price dependence on the contemporal choice of other marketing instruments

model 
 was extended as follows�

Pit � ai �
mX
j��

bjPjt�� �
mX
j��

fjFjt �
mX
j��

djDjt �
mX
j��

sjSjt � eit ����

Again we assume eit to be autocorrelated of order �� In �� the binary variables Fjt and Djt

indicate whether brand j is featuring or displayed in week t� Sjt is also binary and indicates

special price o�ers for brand j in week t� Whereas estimation of �� is straightforward the

computation of ex�ante price forecasts a�ords knowledge of competitors actions in future

time� Instead of assuming the realizations of Fjt�Djt and Sjt to be known even for the

forecasting period we adopt alternative modeling and speci�cation procedures to provide

ex�ante forecasts for the binary variables in ��� We adopt the common logit model which

was already provided for featuring in �� As a natural extention of this model one may

regard the inclusion of other lagged marketing instruments as follows�

P �Fit � �� �
�

� � exp

�
�
i �

mP
j��

�FjiFjt�� �
mP
j��

�DjiDjt�� �
mP
j��

SjiSjt��

� ����

For the logit models � and �� alternative speci�cation strategies were under study which

take problems evolving from possible overparametrization into account�  Univariate 

models as in � were estimated unrestricted on the one hand �indicated as Lo�� and al�

ternatively zero restrictions were imposed on those estimated coe�cients which turned

out to be insigni�cant at the ��! signi�cance level �Lo��� Own e�ects� e�g� for feature

advertising �FiiFit�� were always included in the empirical model� An augmentation of

Lo� and Lo� with other lagged binary variables was made stepwise� E�g� in �� single

variables Djt��� j � �� � � � �m and Sjt��� j � �� � � � �m have been introduced sequentially�

If the estimated coe�cient of a variable under study was signi�cant at the ��! level the

empirical model was augmented with this variable� Logit models with an enhanced set of

explaining variables are indicated as Lo� �augmented version of Lo�� and Lo� �augmented

version of Lo�� in the following�

Distinguishing unrestricted and restricted speci�cations of � on the one hand and mak�

ing a similar classi�cation of the augmented model in �� we obtain four competing devices
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�Lo� to Lo�� to obtain ex�ante forecasts for each of the binary variables in ���

An alternative procedure which is designed to cope for interdependence of marketing

instruments bases on the idea to transform the marketing actions within brands to so�

called events that characterize the simultaneous use of marketing activities� This modeling

device leads to a multinomial logit speci�cation �e�g� Kmenta �
��� as follows� For each

brand one may consider the adopted combination of marketing instruments Fit� Dit and

Sit directly by de�ning additional binary variables such as FDit which indicates that

brand i was featured and displayed in week t simultaneously� Adopting this de�nition

of binary variables let e�g� �Fit denote that advertising was the only relevant competitive

action for brand i in period t� Along these lines one may �nd seven possible combinations

of marketing instruments� It turned out that �Fit� SFit and DFit were rarely observed

so that these binary variables were summarized in one variable F �

it� For the multinomial

logit model marketing actions Yit�k� were de�ned as follows

k � � � 	 

Yit�k� �Sit �Dit F �

it DSit FDSit

k � � indicates that no marketing instrument was chosen for a speci�c brand in question�

With xt denoting a set of explaining variables the probabilities of choosing an activity

Yit�l� are given as

prob�k � l� �
exp���lxt�

� �
P�

k�� exp��
�

kxt�
����

prob�k � �� �
�

� �
P�

k�� exp��
�

kxt�
����

For each possible value of k � �� � � � �  a separate parameter vector �k is to estimate�

One may imagine that the multinomial logit model easily su�ers from a high number of

parameters such that the selection of possible explaining variables to be included in xt

becomes a crucial issue� Within our study we choose apart from an intercept term six

binary variables� i�e�

xt � �� Fit���Dit��� Sit��� "Fit��� "Dit��� "Sit��

Fit���Dit��� Sit�� are as de�ned above and "Fit�� denotes whether any brand other than

i was featured in week t � �� "Dit�� and "Sit�� are de�ned accordingly� In our empirical

study we will refer to this forecasting method by ML�

Ex�ante forecasts obtained from the multinomial logit model were used to forecast

competitors� prices using the following models alternatively�

Pit � ai �
mX
j��

bjPjt�� � di �Dit � si �Sit � f�i F
�

it � dsiDSit � fdsiFDSit � eit ��	�
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and

Pit � ai �
mX
j��

bjPjt�� �
mX
j��

dj �Djt �
mX
j��

sj �Sjt

�
mX
j��

f�j F
�

jt �
mX
j��

dsjDSjt �
mX
j��

fdsjFDSjt � eit ���

Note that the two models �	 and � di�er with respect to the relevant information set

which is necessary to estimate and forecast Pit� Apart from lagged prices the model �	

uses only brand speci�c combinations of marketing instruments whereas in the second

model ��� Pit is conditioned on the adopted marketing mix of all competitors� Empirical

results obtained from the multinomial logit model are indicated as ML Pr� for model �	

and ML Pr� for model � in the following�

� The empirical study

The empirical study is carried out in order to evaluate all the major objects of the study�

��� evaluating the forecasting accuracy of di�erent attraction model speci�cations� ���

investigating the e�ects of di�erent variable transformations on the quality of the forecasts�

��� investigating the e�ects of di�erent assumptions with regard to the error structure on

the forecasting accuracy and �	� investigating the e�ects of di�erent methods to predict

competitors� actions on the forecasting accuracy of the attraction models�

��� Data and research setup

Store�level scanner data from a German instrumental test market are used to answer the

research questions outlined above� The product category applies to the personal hygiene

market and the data have been collected from over ��	 weeks� The market is dominated

by 
 major brands that account for approximately 
� percent of the total market volume�

The explanatory variables are price� display and feature activities� Table � gives a sum�

mary description of the market shares and marketing activities of the 
 brands� Prices

in Table � have been transformed so that the minimal price is equal to  � in order to

impose secrecy� TPR indicates the number of temporary price reductions over the period

of ��	 weeks� Identical information is provided for display and feature actions�

The forecasting performance is measured by the mean squared error �MSE� of �� one�

period�ahead forecasts for each model� For this reason we have reduced the calibration

sample successively from ��� weeks to �� weeks and each time the market shares of the

following week �one�week�ahead� have been predicted� This procedure ensures that the

market share predictions do not depend on only one calibration but on �� calibration sets
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and that the amount of random e�ects on the forecasting performance is reduced to a

minimum�

Which alternative market share attraction models have been investigated with respect

to their forecasting performance# Table � lists the �� possible model speci�cations rely�

ing on the labels previously documented� According to Table � we have considered the

identical and the exponential transformations �ID�TR� EXP�TR� of the di�erential�e�ects

model �DEM� and the cross�e�ects models �CCHM CORR� CCHM LM�� OLS� EGLS �� EGLS � and

EGLS � specify the assumptions about the error term� OLS assumes independent identi�

cally distributed errors with a mean of zero and a constant variance� EGLS � speci�es

the adjustment for possible heteroskedasticity� EGLS � assumes autocorrelated errors and

�nally EGLS � represents the error adjustment for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation�

With respect to possible variable transformations we distinguish between raw data �RAW��

exponentially transformed z�scores �EXP�Z�� and zeta�scores �ZETA��

The forecasting performance of the �� di�erent market share attraction models has

been evaluated for 
 di�erent validation data sets� DATA � refers to the case in which

competitors� actions are a priori known� DATA � to DATA � are data sets about competi�

tors� actions that have been predicted by using the models described above and listed in

Table ��

��� Forecasting results when predicting competitors� actions

Before discussing the forecasting performance of the alternative market share models we

will report the forecasting results by predicting competitors� actions� Thus we �rst de�

scribe the forecasting accuracy with respect to the marketing instruments and not to

the market share forecasts� Forecasting results for the competing modeling devices are

given in Tables 	 and � The performance of univariate and multinomial logit models

in forecasting marketing actions di�ers with regard to the brand under study �Table 	��

Irrespective of the marketing instrument the probability of forecasting a competitor�s ac�

tion correctly appears to be smaller for highly competitive brands �e�g� brand �� � and 
�

than for less competitive ones� Relative to price and display actions feature actions are

less frequently observed� Since the ex�ante probability of feature advertising is generally

low the forecasting performance of logit modeling is better with regard to this marketing

instrument than to display actions or price o�ers�

Only minor di�erences can be observed regarding the information set used for fore�

casting� For a given marketing instrument the summary statistics provided for Lo� to
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Lo� are similar� Evaluating the forecasting performance of the multinomial logit model it

appears that this modeling device shows the weakest forecasting performance� However�

the forecasting issue is more complex within this framework� because ex�ante probabil�

ities for more than one event are to estimate� Often the multinomial logit model fails

to predict the exact combination of marketing instruments� However� even predicting a

false combination of marketing instruments might yield convenient conditional variables

for forecasting prices by means of model ���

In Table  MSE�measures for ex�ante price�forecasts obtained from �� 
 or �� are given�

In addition� we provide LM�tests statistics against �rst order autocorrelation of one�step�

ahead forecasts errors �Spanos �
���� In order to facilitate the overall comparison of

competing modeling devices we also provide the sum of normalized MSE�measures over

all brands under study� The normalization was done with respect to the performance of

the pure autoregressive model �Pr�� for which the sum of normalized MSE�measures is

m �m � 
 brands�� All other modeling devices show a higher sum of normalized MSE�

measures relative to the reference model� Second best MSE�measures are obtained for Pr�

and ML Pr� which both yield a sum of normalized MSE about ��� However� the inclusion

of binary explaining variables helps to improve the stochastic properties of the obtained

forecast errors� The pure autoregressive model �Pr�� yields for  brands autocorrelated

forecast errors which are signi�cant at the  ! level� For the speci�cation ML Pr� only

� error sequences show signi�cant autocorrelation at the ! level� Note that all models

under investigation were assumed to have autocorrelated error terms� One may easily

imagine that without such an assumption the obtained forecasting errors would su�er

severely from autocorrelation�

��� Empirical results

In this section we are going to focus our attention on the forecasting performance at

the brand level �rst before considering the forecasting performance at the market level�

Regarding presentational restrictions we are not able to report the mean squared errors

�average of �� one�period�ahead forecasts� of the 
 brands across �� alternative models

and across 
 di�erent validation data sets� We have therefore performed a dummy variable

regression of the mean squared errors on dummy variables indicating the validation data

sets� the brands and the alternative model speci�cations� Due to linear dependencies of

the indicator matrix we had to construct a base model� The parameters of the dummy

variables then provide the information of how the substitution of a certain model speci�

�cation or of a certain brand improves or impairs the forecasting performance� Our base

model refers to brand �� an identity transformation within the di�erential�e�ects model�
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using raw data and ordinary least squares for parameter estimation� Data set DATA �

provides the basis for validation� assuming that competitors� actions are a priori known�

Thus the dummy variable parameters of the validation data sets indicate how strong the

forecasts of competitors� actions improve or impair the forecasting accuracy� The dummy

variable regression results are given in Table �� The regression is highly signi�cant with

an F�value of 
���� which has to be compared with a critical value obtained from a

F��	������distribution� The parameter estimates of DATA � to DATA � show that the

forecasting performance impairs if competitors� actions are forecasts� However� the best

forecasting performance if competitors� actions are forecasts is obtained �on average� from

the validation data set DATA �� Thus� price predictions including own past prices and past

prices of the competitors without including other marketing instruments should be com�

bined with binary logit models to predict the promotional activities such as display and

feature� More complex forecasting methods which have been used to construct the valida�

tion data sets DATA � to DATA 	 are not necessary if market share attraction models are

used for forecasting purposes� If the forecasts of competitors� actions are based on events

�DATA 
� DATA �� rather than on the marketing instruments themselves� the forecasting

performance is even further impaired� We can therefore conclude that simple methods

predicting future marketing activities of the brands out of past own and past competi�

tive marketing activities within an instrument will outperform more advanced prediction

methods�

Let us now investigate to which degree alternative model speci�cations a�ect the fore�

casting performance� The brand parameters need not be discussed as they only control

brand speci�c e�ects� In fact� if the � brand dummies had been excluded from the esti�

mation� the remaining parameter estimates would have been identical� The parameter of

the dummy variable EXP�TR� indicates that the forecasting performance will be impaired

if the exponential transformation and not the identical transformation is used within the

di�erential� or cross�e�ects models� Table � also shows that variable transformations can

improve the forecasting accuracy and that exponentially transformed z�scores should be

preferred to zeta�scores� The inclusion of cross�e�ects� however� does not improve the fore�

casting performance� irrespective of whether the potential cross�e�ects are determined or

not� But alternative assumptions about the error structure di�erent from those of OLS

do a�ect the forecasting accuracy� An adjustment for heteroskedastic errors impairs the

forecasting accuracy whereas adjusting for autocorrelated errors improves the forecasting

performance� The best accuracy with respect to the error structure can be derived if one

simultaneously adjusts for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation�

To summarize� we can say that the best forecasting accuracy at the brand level can be
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expected if a di�erential�e�ects model is used with an identity transformation and expo�

nentially transformed z�score variables �which is identical to a multinomial logit model

with z�score variables� adjusting for autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity� We have also

proved that these results will hold at the brand level�

In addition to these results we will also compare the forecasting performance of the ��

alternative market share attraction models to that of a naive model� The naive model we

have used predicts brand speci�c future market shares from a �rst order autoregressive

model assuming autocorrelated errors� Thus� our naive model is not as naive as it has

been in previous studies� Again �� one�week�ahead forecasts for each brand have been

averaged to get mean squared errors for each brand from the naive model� We will focus

our attention only on the case assuming that competitors� actions are a priori known

�DATA �� results given in Table �� and when competitors� actions are predicted with the

models Pr� and Lo� �DATA �� results given in Table ��� As the forecasting accuracy is

measured at the brand level� each of the �� alternative models using either validation

data set DATA � or DATA � can outperform the naive model 
 times� The values in Tables

� and � indicate how often the naive model has been outperformed by the corresponding

market share model� Most of the �� alternative models provide superior forecasts than

the naive mode if competitors� actions are a priori known �Table ��� If the identity trans�

formation is used and the parameter estimation is adjusted to autocorrelated errors �EGLS

� or EGLS �� the naive model is outperformed irrespective of which variable transforma�

tions are used and which assumptions are made regarding the presence of cross�e�ects�

We can therefore conclude that if market share attraction models are properly speci�ed

and competitors� actions are a priori known� estimates will provide the basis for superior

forecasts compared to the forecasts of the naive model�

However� if we have to predict competitors� actions using the models Pr� and Lo� no

market share model can outpredict the market share forecasts of the naive model on all


 brands� But we have to ascertain that again an identity transformation of the market

share attraction models and adjustments for autocorrelation can outperform the naive

predictions on more than half of the brands� This indicates that even if competitors�

actions have to be predicted� attraction models �if properly speci�ed� are likely to out�

perform the naive model at the brand level�

Let us now brie�y examine the forecasting accuracy at the market level� The mean

squared errors of each model have been aggregated across brands and compared to the

aggregated mean squared error of the naive model� We only need to consider the case

in which competitors� actions have been predicted because the naive model has already
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been outperformed at the brand level by almost all attraction models on all 
 brands

if competitors� actions are a priori known� The values in Table 
 report the di�erence

between the aggregated mean squared error of the attraction model and that of the naive

model� Hence� a negative value indicates that the naive model is outperformed by the

corresponding attraction model� According to Table 
� market share attraction models �

even if competitors� actions are forecasts � can outperform the market share predictions

of naive models at the market level� If an attraction model is used with an identity

transformation and if error corrections are made for autocorrelation and the variables are

either z�scores or zeta�scores� irrespective of which assumptions are made about potential

cross�e�ects� the market share predictions outperform those of the naive model�

� Conclusions

The present study investigates the forecasting performance of market share attraction

models� We have evaluated the e�ects of alternative model speci�cations combined with

di�erent variable transformations and di�erent assumptions regarding the error structure

on the forecasting performance at the brand level and also at the market level� According

to previous research within this research area the forecasting performance has also been

compared to the market share predictions of a naive model� Our naive model predicts

future shares with an autoregressive model assuming autocorrelated errors� The study

has put extensive emphasize on the prediction of competitors� actions� Using attraction

models for predicting future shares in real world applications compels the user to assume

or to predict the actions of the competitors� Therefore alternative methods for predicting

competitors� actions have been proposed and evaluated� These prediction methods include

simple autoregressive price predictions using only own past prices or also competitors� past

prices and price predictions on the basis of all competitive marketing actions across all

competitors� The binary promotion instruments such as feature or display actions have

been predicted by using binary logit models� Explanatory variables within these logit

models have been own e�ects� competitor e�ects of the same and of other instruments�

In order to account for the high dependencies between the promotional instruments �e�g�

display and feature actions are often combined with temporary price reductions� we have

also transformed the promotional activities to so�called events� An event describes the

combined presence of promotional instruments and their prediction bases on a multino�

mial logit model�

The forecasting performance of �� alternative market share models has been investi�

gated for the case in which competitors� actions are a priori known and for � di�erent
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validation data sets that contain alternative predictions of the future competitive actions�

The performance measure is the mean squared error of �� one�week�ahead forecasts for

each brand� We have therefore sucessively reduced the calibration sample from ��� weeks

down to �� weeks and estimated the one�week�ahead prediction error each time�

To summarize the key results of the study� the best model with respect to the forecast�

ing accuracy is a di�erential�e�ects model �not including cross�competitive e�ects� using

an identity transformation and exponentially transformed z�score variables �which results

in a multinomial logit model� and adjusting for autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity�

These results hold at the brand level and at the market level�

The best method to predict competitors� actions with repect to the forecasting perfor�

mance uses simple autoregressive price predictions and binary logit models for the display

and feature actions� The price predictions base on past own and competitors� prices but

not on other marketing instruments� The binary logit models include only competitive ac�

tions within the corresponding instrument� The inclusion of other marketing instruments

does not improve the forecasting accuracy� Predictions on the basis of events also do not

improve the forecasting accuracy even if the competitors� actions are highly correlated�

The adjustment for these dependencies among the marketing instruments is inferior to

possibly wrong predictions of a whole marketing event� These results imply that simple

models for predicting competitors� actions are superior to models that try to account for

often high dependencies among the instruments�

If the forecasting results of the alternative market share attraction models are opposed

to the forecasting results of the naive model� we have to ascertain that the market share

attraction models considered here consistently outperform the naive model at the brand

and at the market level if competitive actions are a priori known� However� if competitors�

actions are forecasts� the forecasting performance of the naive model comes out better�

But in any case� an attraction model with an identity transformation and error adjust�

ments for autocorrelation can outperform the naive model on more than half the brands

and generally also at the market level� We must also emphasize that our naive model

assumes autocorrelated errors� thus it is not as naive as it has been in previous studies�

The results presented in this study therefore give further insights into the forecasting

performance of market share attraction models� The empirical results support the usage

of attraction models for forecasting purposes even if competitors� actions have to be

predicted� Future work within this research area may try to replicate these �ndings with

di�erent data sets�
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Table �� Description of the data

Average Average $ $ $

Market Shares Price TPR Display Feature

Brand � ��� ���
 �� �
 �

Brand � ����� ���	 � �� �

Brand � 	��� ���� �	 � 

Brand 	 ����� ���� �� �� ��

Brand  ����� ���� � � 	

Brand � ���� ���� � � �

Brand � �	�
� ���� �� �� ��

Brand � ����� ���� � 	� �	

Brand 
 ����� ���� �	 	
 �

TPR � temporary price reductions

Table �� Alternative market share attraction models for estimation

variants label

� ID�TR EXP�TR

� DEM CCHM CORR CCHM LM

	 OLS EGLS � EGLS � EGLS �

� RAW EXP�Z� ZETA

Table �� Models used to predict competitors� actions

Models used for predicting

DATA SET Price Display � Feature

DATA � Pr� Lo�

DATA � Pr� Lo�

DATA � Pr� Lo�

DATA 	 Pr� Lo�

DATA  Pr� Lo�

DATA � Pr� Lo�

DATA � ML Pr� ML

DATA � ML Pr� ML
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Table 	� One�step�ahead ex%ante forecasting performance of alternative strategies infering

on competitors actions� Entries indicate the fraction of correct forecasts relative to the

number of performed forecasting exercises �����
P

denotes the sum of the reported

probabilities over 
 brands under study�

Brands

� � � 	  � � � 

P

Display

Lo� ��
� ��
� ���� ���� ��� ���� ���� ��
� ���� ��	

Lo� ��
� ��� ���� ���
 ��
� ���� ���� ��
� ���� ����

Lo� ��
� ��
� ���
 ���� ��
� ���� ���� ��
� ���� ���

Lo� ��
� ��� ���� ���
 ��
� ���� ���� ��
� ���� ���

Feature

Lo� ���� ���� ��
� ��
� ���� ���� ��� ���� ��
� ����

Lo� ���� ���� ��
� ��
� ���� ���� ��� ���� ��
� ����

Lo� ���� ���� ��
� ���
 ��
� ���� ��� ��
� ��
� ��	�

Lo� ���� ���� ��
� ��
� ���� ���� ��� ���� ��
� ����

Temporary price reductions

Lo� ���� ��
� ���� ��� ���� ��� ���
 ��
� ��� ��
�

Lo� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���
 ��� ���� ���
 ��
�

Lo� ���� ��
� ���� ���� ��
� ��� ���
 ���� ��� ����

Lo� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ��
� ��� ���� ���
 ����

Multinomial Logit

Ml ��
� ��� ���
 ���� ��
� ���	 ��� ��� ��� ���
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Table � One�step�ahead ex%ante forecasting performance of alternative strategies to es�

timate future prices� Upper entries indicate the mean squared forecast error �MSE������

over �� forecasting exercises lower entries are the LM%statistic on �rst order autocorrela�

tion of one�step�ahead forecast errors�
P

denotes the sum of normalized MSE where the

normalization is done with respect to the performance of the basic model �Pr���

Brands

� � � 	  � � � 

P

Pr� ���� ���� ��
 ��	� ���� ��� 	��� ��
� ���� 
���

�����c ��b ���a ���� �����c ��
b ���� �����c ���

Pr� ���
 ���� ���
 ���� ��	� �� �	 ���	 ���� �����

���	b ����b ��	� 	�
�b ���b ��	
 ���	 �����c ��	�

Lo� ���
 ���� ���	 ���	 ��
� ���� ��
 ��	 	��� �����

	���b ���� ���� ���� ����c �� ���
 ��		b ���	

Lo� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ��� ��	 ��� �	�


	���b 	�	�b ���� ��� �
�b 	���b ��� ��
�b ���

Lo� ���
 ���
 ���� ���� ���� ��
 ��	 ���� 	��
 �����

���c ��b ���� ��	
 ���	 ���� ��	� ��	b ���
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Table �� The results of the dummy variable regression
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Table �� Forecasting performance of market share attraction models compared to the naive

model for DATA �� The values indicate how often the naive model has been outpredicted
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Table �� Forecasting performance of market share attraction models compared to the naive

model for DATA �� The values indicate how often the naive model has been outpredicted
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Table 
� Forecasting performance of market share attraction models compared to the

naive model at the market level for DATA �� values multiplied by ����� a negative value

indicates that the naive model has been outperformed by the corresponding market share

model
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